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An Exposition of Hebrews is the most complete and thorough study ever written on the subject. This books spends close to six hundred thousand words looking at every nuance and
implication of the book of Hebrews. A wonderful tool for pastors, students, or anyone wishing a deeper understanding of this important book from the bible. Originally pushed as a series of
articles and then as a two volume set, you can now have the entire unabridged edition of this book in one affordable volume.
"In our complete series of resources for RCIA you have all you need to make your community's experience of the Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults deeply transformative, not only for the
catechumens and candidates, but for all in the community"--Publisher.

Introduces young readers to Catholic beliefs as expressed in the Catechism of the Catholic Church.
Intriguing and controversial, this visionary text professes to tell the complete story of Jesus' life, including the "lost" years of travel and study in Tibet, Egypt, India, Persia, and
Greece.
Book 2 in the Faith Sharing series focuses on the call to family, community, and participation as a theme of Catholic social teaching.
There are two ways of getting home; and one of them is to stay there. The other is to walk round the whole world till we come back to the same place; and I tried to trace such a journey in a story I once wrote.
It is, however, a relief to turn from that topic to another story that I never wrote.
The 2009 edition of "Christ Our Life" for grades 1-8 maintains the tradition of teaching and reaching God's children. Written by the Sisters of Notre Dame, "Christ Our Life" continues to provide the thorough
foundation of our Catholic faith for which the series has been known.
Weaving her personal story together with applicable life truths from women of the Bible, Morris illuminates lessons in grace-filled living that will speak to every woman at any stage of her life.

This moving biography of Pier Georgio Frassati, who turned from a life of privilege to one devoted to working with the poor, and who died at the age of 24 from the polio virus,
presents a portrait of a man whose love of God transformed his life and the lives of those around him. Inspired as a young man by Pier Georgio, Pope John Paul II recently
approved beatification for Pier Georgio.
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